Builders Competition

All Island Gunite Pools: Farmingdale, NY

- 02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric: Silver
- 14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge: Bronze

Aquatic Artists: Williamstown, NJ

- 30. Water Features: Residential: Gold

Aquavisions, Inc.: Mechanicsburg, PA

- 02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric: Gold
- 08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete: Silver
- 08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete: Gold
- 08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete: Gold
- 13. Safety Cover: Bronze
- 30. Water Features: Residential: Gold
Arista Pool & Spa, Inc.: Collegeville, PA

01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Bronze
01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Bronze
25. Commercial: Pool Silver
25. Commercial: Pool Merit

Artisan Pools: Pine Brook, NJ

08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Silver
14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Merit
17. Specialty Pools: Perimeter Overflow (Wet Edge) Bronze
19. Specialty Pools: Cocktail Bronze

Bennington Pool Services: King of Prussia, PA

101. Concrete(Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Silver
101. Concrete(Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Gold
25. Commercial: Pool Gold

Blu-Sol Pools: Bloomingdale, NJ

01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Gold
14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Gold
19. Specialty Pools: Cocktail Silver

Cipriano Landscape Design: Mahwah, NJ

101. Concrete (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Gold

15. Specialty Pools: Natural Gold

Cool Pool & Spa, Inc.: Nanuet, NY

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Bronze

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Bronze

Coral Sea Pool Service Corp.: Briarcliff Manor, NY

08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Gold

Covertech, LLC: Southampton, NY

12. Safety Electric Cover without Tracks Merit

12. Safety Electric Cover without Tracks Gold

16. Specialty Pools: Interior Bronze

Creative Master Pools, Inc.: Lincoln Park, NJ

01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Silver

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Silver
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08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Bronze

101. Concrete (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Bronze

14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Merit

16. Specialty Pools: Interior Silver

17. Specialty Pools: Perimeter Overflow (Wet Edge) Gold

24. Renovation: Concrete Gold

25. Commercial: Pool Gold

Crystal Clear Signature Pools, LLC: Southampton, PA

01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Bronze

24. Renovation: Concrete Silver

24. Renovation: Concrete Silver

30. Water Features: Residential Gold

30. Water Features: Residential Bronze

Drakeley Pool Company, LLC: Bethlehem, CT

101. Concrete (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Gold

17. Specialty Pools: Perimeter Overflow (Wet Edge) Gold/BOC
**Everclear Pools & Spas: Clifton, NJ**

- 02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric: Merit
- 08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete: Merit

**Goodall Pools: Camp Hill, NJ**

- 03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform: Bronze
- 05. Fiberglass Pools: Merit
- 05. Fiberglass Pools: Silver

**James Sankey & Associates, LLC: Warminster, PA**

- 25. Commercial: Pool: Gold
- 28. Commercial: Renovation: Merit
- 28. Commercial: Renovation: Bronze

**Neave Pools: Wappingers Falls, NY**

- 01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform: Bronze
- 03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform: Silver
- 13. Safety Cover: Gold
- 13. Safety Cover: Merit
- 14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge: Silver
NeJame & Sons, LLC: Danbury, CT

03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Bronze
03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Merit

NeJame Pool Specialists: Verbank, NY

08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Silver
101. Concrete(Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Bronze
14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Silver
24. Renovation: Concrete Silver

Premier Pools & Spas: Souderton, PA

01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Merit
01. Residential Concrete Pools Freeform Merit

Proper pH Pools: East Hampton, NY

20. Stand Alone Spas: Permanently Installed Merit
24. Renovation: Concrete Gold

R.W. Haggerty Pool Service, Inc.: Norwalk CT

14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Bronze
Specialized Pools: Brick, NJ

08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Gold

101. Concrete (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Silver

SRK Pool Service, Inc.: Wainscott, NY

101. Concrete (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Bronze

Steele’s Signature Pools: Medford, NJ

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Bronze

08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Gold

15. Specialty Pools: Natural Bronze

Steven Dubner Landscaping, Inc.: Dix Hills, NY

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Silver

Swim Fish Pool & Pond: Oakland, NJ

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Merit
**Swim King Pools/Randy T. Rodecker Inc.: Rocky Point, NY**

03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Merit

04. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Geometric Merit

05. Fiberglass Pools Merit

100. Vinyl Liner/Fiberglass (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Silver

**Swimming Pools by Jack Anthony, Inc.: Patchogue, NY**

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Bronze

02. Residential Concrete Pools Geometric Silver

03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Gold

03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Bronze

04. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Geometric Silver

06. Pool/Spa Combination: Vinyl Gold

100. Vinyl Liner/Fiberglass (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Bronze

19. Specialty Pools: Cocktail Merit

23. Renovation: Vinyl Bronze

**Thomas Flint Landscape Design & Development: Midland Park, NJ**

101. Concrete (Exceptional Recognition in Design and Building Competition) Gold
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14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Gold
14. Specialty Pools: Negative Edge Gold
25. Commercial: Pool Bronze

Tranquility Pools, LLC: Haskell, NJ

08. Pool/Spa Combination: Concrete Silver
17. Specialty Pools: Perimeter Overflow (Wet Edge) Gold
20. Stand Alone Spas: Permanently Installed Merit

True Blue Swimming Pools: Dix Hills, NY

03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Bronze
04. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Geometric Silver
06. Pool/Spa Combination: Vinyl Merit

Vernon Poolman: Vernon, CT

04. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Geometric Merit

Yorktown Pools & Spas: York, PA

03. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Freeform Silver
04. Residential Vinyl-Lined Pools Geometric Merit